
iboss Smart Defense  
Closes the Security Gap in Your Network

Reducing Dwell Time to Minimize Loss

Highlights

Unrelenting data breaches  
point to a critical security gap  
in virtually all networks.  

  iboss delivers preventive security at the gateway including behavioral sandboxing, leading AV, and community 
threat cloudsourcing to stop signatureless, inbound threats.

  Smart Defense balances inbound security with technology that can monitor your outbound data stream with 
visibility over all 131K data channels, for real-time detection and containment.

  iboss FireSphere helps you establish a baseline of normal network traffic and then continuously monitors activity 
to detect anomalies. Our game-changing technology disrupts malware’s mission to steal your data.

  Once an anomaly is detected, FireSphere automatically stops the data transfer and contains data exfiltration,  
to prevent damaging data loss, even during dwell time before detection has occurred.

As more private and protected data is retained by organizations in every market sector, the need to secure it 
continues to be a primary concern.  Defense against today’s sophisticated APTs and targeted threats requires a 
Smart Defense approach that balances next-gen prevention and security, with equal focus on outbound detection 
and containment.  iboss FireSphere Advanced APT Defense provides the features you need to stop inbound 
threats, while protecting against data exfiltration and damaging losses with patented technology and features no 
one else offers.

The gap occurs between the time 
an infection enters the network, 
and the time it is detected. It is 
during this critical window that 
data exfiltration occurs. 

Closing this security gap means 
balancing the emphasis between 
what’s trying to get into the 
network, to include what’s trying 
to get out.
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The Critical Security Gap in All Networks



How iboss Smart Defense  
Interrupts Malware’s Mission

Network Anomaly Detection

iboss patented Network Anomaly 
Detection technology helps you es-
tablish baselines for normal network 
traffic and then continuously mon-
itors to detect anomalies.  When 
anomalies are detected, our pro-
prietary technology automatically 

stops the data transfer mid-stream, 
quarantines it, and sends you an 
alert, giving you time to mitigate 
threats and avoid costly data loss. 

iboss FireSphere monitors traffic 
on a variety of parameters 
including the device category, 
number of bytes in or out, the 
number of connections being 
attempted, who owns the device, 
the intended geo-destination 
and more. FireSphere is able to 
pinpoint a malicious data transfer 
before the infection causing it is 
detected. No other solutions offers 
this level of real-time protection 
against data theft.

Data Exfiltration 
Containment

iboss patented technology 
automatically contains infectious 
malware and the data connected 
to it, which can spell the difference 
between a minor glitch and 
catastrophic data loss. iboss 
closes the security gap by instantly 
containing data exfiltration  

when a malicious data transfer 
is detected. Even streaming data 
on hidden UDP ports, which are 
popular conduits for data theft,  
can be stopped midstream, to 
contain data exfiltration before 
your organization’s sensitive data  
is gone forever. 

Accelerated Remediation

Actionable intelligence delivered 
in real-time speeds remediation. 
FireSphere analyzes and correlates 
events, instantly translating them 
into incidents to deliver actionable 
intelligence. iboss in-depth analysis 
correlates events against multiple 
threat engines and cloudsourced 
threat intelligence, to give you 
the complete context of threats,  
enabling remediation in real-time, 
without having to deal with false 
positives and noisy alerting.

Standard solutions fail because: 

  They continue to focus only on 
preventing inbound threats, 
when it’s clear a solution doesn’t 
exist that can stop 100% of 
malware.

  They don’t offer visibility across 
all 131K data channels on the 
network so data can leave 
unnoticed when a breach occurs.

  Even if they could watch all 
outbound data channels, they 
don’t have the technology to stop 
traffic midstream and contain 
data exfiltration.

  They can’t close the gap between 
infection and detection, leaving 
a critical time window for data to 
leave the network – the average 
is now 229 days.

About iboss Cybersecurity

iboss Cybersecurity defends today’s borderless networks against malware, advanced threats and data exfiltration with innovative 
Web Security, Mobile Security and FireSphere™ Advanced APT defense. For more information on FireSphere™ or iboss SWG, 
please view the complete data sheets in the Resources section on our website: www.iboss.com
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It starts with visibility across all 131K data channels, because today’s threats are using hidden data ports and 
evasive protocols to avoid detection by traditional security solutions. Closing the security gap requires granular 
visibility and control across all inbound/outbound data channels, not just standard ports 80 and 443.


